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"Take the leap. Take the leap." And I kept on thinking, 'Easy for him to say.' Take the leap where? Don’t I have to know where I am going? The wisdom, in hindsight of course, is that you don’t have to know where you’re going, you only have to know that you want to start the journey. In fact, you can’t know where you are going—that’s the point."


Leap Dialogues: Career Pathways in Design for Social Innovation is undeniably a comprehensive tome of a book, which covers the vast array of the typologies of dialogue one might expect to come across when discussing and analyzing design and design processes: Generative Dialogue—invoking flow and space-collapsing boundaries; Reflective Dialogue—invoking inquiry, empathetic listening, and changing one's point of view; Talking Nice—listening, engaging in polite, cautious exchanges; Talking Tough—engaging in or facilitating debate, rule-revealing, clashing. Indeed, it is the thoughtfully asserted presence of all of these which makes for a truly didactic approach to the consumption of the book.

So we take the metaphorical “Leap” into the book, firstly with an excellent written introductive precis by the editor Amatullo, (p. 10), in which she offers, “...it is purposely ambivalent and pluralistic in its use of definition about the social design practices it illustrates and describes.” This declaration sets the stage for the forthcoming chapters. These chapters derive their structure from the design methodology of “Why,” “What,” “How,” (plus “How-based case studies”), and “Futures.”

Amatullo’s introductory essay “Why: Why Designers Practice in Social Innovation” leads us through the storytelling of each author. The chapter quickly reveals that the common language of social innovation is a multi-faceted diamond—each author/contributor/actor has their own way of interpreting social innovation. The noise of “Talking Tough” thrives and ambiguity abounds. In the face of this murk, the chapter provides sure navigation through and interpretation of diverse soliloquy, monologue and aside.

Danzico’s introductory essay “What: What Designers Need to Practice in Social Innovation” draws the threads of the various conversations around the metaphor of modal jazz, especially in relationship to the roles that “improvisation” plays in the effective development of both. It
Innovation, particularly within the context of working within large organizations. Frog’s “The Humanitarian Data Exchange” is a fascinating case study with complex scaling issues and co-design across multi-organizational situations. It is unfortunate that the duotone photographs that are embedded within this narrative are difficult to understand as presented in this context. They fail to offer the reader further insights into or about how Frog developed or operates its Humanitarian Data Exchange. (Sadly, this ineffectiveness of supporting imagery to help the reader gain further understanding of ideas presented in the text recurs throughout much of the book—a disappointment given the quality of its written content.)

The sub-section titled “How: Case Studies” leads the reader through the American paradigm of Social Innovation, particularly within the context of working within large organizations. Frog’s “The Humanitarian Data Exchange” is a fascinating case study with complex scaling issues and co-design across multi-organizational situations. It is unfortunate that the duotone photographs that are embedded within this narrative are difficult to understand as presented in this context. They fail to offer the reader further insights into or about how Frog developed or operates its Humanitarian Data Exchange. (Sadly, this ineffectiveness of supporting imagery to help the reader gain further understanding of ideas presented in the text recurs throughout much of the book—a disappointment given the quality of its written content.)

The “Future Outlooks” section is the culmination of this volume, and

begins with an essay from Allan Chochinov. His idea that, “...it’s all about fluencies. I believe that designers are the connective tissue of any constructed system...” is a charming-albeit-sometimes-wishful reference, and sets the scene for a series of notable quotes from a diverse multitude of design educators and practitioners as to the essential qualities necessary in a student.

Although conceding that the four-part chapter structure is eminently prudent, being the rather deviant reader that I am, I do wonder as to the veracity of this. Perhaps instead of having the case studies presented as being the culmination and the summit of journey, introducing them earlier would have set the scene for the reader more effectively, and thus given the whole book more of a united structure, which would have facilitated a more cohesive read. As it is, the dialogues that frame and form the content presented in the various chapters slips and slides about rather like kelp drifting and floating in the tide—some of offerings are exceptionally well-written, and the exchanges that unfold resonate effectively between the two authors/collaborators. Conversely, other pieces are largely impenetrable as context and meaning slip and slide off one another without really addressing each other’s thoughts. At many points I wondered as to how the pairings of actor/author were chosen. Some are rendered eminently readable as collations of thoughts rather than actual conversations, while others allow the language of the writer to obfuscate the effective narration of the story.

In the closing pages of this book Natacha Poggio states, “Social impact work requires empathy, co-creation and collaborative skills.” This quote exemplifies the primary message of this book. Rather than reading it from start to finish in one sitting, Leap Dialogues is a well to dip in and out of; it exists as a conduit through which to consider the many voices and personal strategies that together or individually can help facilitate social innovation. To consider its offerings is to consider the wide range of discourses around the subject and to attempt to conjugate meanings from these. Though some of the conversations presented in “Leap Dialogues” go “off piste,” the bulk of the content presented here truly constitutes a dialogue that is dialectic in nature.